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a word from the
Adjutant General
Dear South Carolina National Guard Family:
It is the Soldiers, Airmen of the South Carolina National Guard, and their Families,
that make this organization a ready, relevant, responsible, and resilient force. It is
an honor to serve as the adjutant general for South Carolina and this organization
could not complete the mission without each of you.
This past year, 12 percent of our force was engaged worldwide in approximately 15
countries in Europe, the Middle East, and South America, while also defending the
homeland as part of the National Capital Region and providing support to the
Southwest Border mission. You are called time and time again, and continue to
respond.
Additionally, you were there in your state’s time of need during Hurricane
Dorian. We were blessed to be spared a greater toll from the impact of the
hurricane to our state, but the South Carolina National Guard was ready to respond
as needed before, during, and after the storm. The South Carolina National Guard is a community-based organization and we
have a responsibility to be there when our communities need us.
I am grateful to Gov. Henry McMaster for the opportunity to serve as the adjutant general for South Carolina after the
retirement of MG Robert E. Livingston, Jr, this past February. On that note, I would like to thank MG Livingston and Ms.
Barbara for their many years of service and sacrifice to the South Carolina National Guard. They are both true patriots.
This has been a year filled with deployments, homecomings, and reunions of our Soldiers, Airmen, and retirees; international
training events with our State Partnership Program partner nation Colombia; as well as its own challenges with resource,
budget, and personnel constraints. The organization also faced changes this year with leadership, myself included, as well as
the deputy adjutant general, and state command chief warrant officer. While these changes and challenges could have easily
disrupted operations, the South Carolina National Guard continued to meet the demands and expectations placed on them by
our nation, communities, and leaders.
You all are the subject matter experts operating at an ever-changing high-operations tempo, and I know that it wouldn’t be
possible without a strong support system at home. It is our Families that provide a purpose to serve to protect this state and
nation. I’d also like to thank our employers, businesses, schools, and partner agencies throughout the state that support the
South Carolina National Guard.
It is also important to recognize the National Guard Association of South Carolina, an organization that advocates on behalf of
active drilling and retired South Carolina National Guard members to ensure they receive the benefits and resources they have
earned through their service. They are an organization committed to fighting for the resources we need in order to stay a
relevant, ready, and modern military force.
Susan, my Family, and I thank you all for your service. We look forward to the challenges and opportunities 2020 will bring and
to see your accomplishments in the new year.
Thank you for your service to our state and nation.

/ #&(,
Major General
The Adjutant General
for South Carolina
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NGASC President
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a word from the
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Executive Director

insurance benefits
Manager
My name is Jimmy Foley. I am your Benefits Manager at
the National Guard Association of South Carolina
(NGASC). One of the greatest benefits to Association
members, active drilling members of the South Carolina
National Guard, Veterans and Retirees is our group term
life insurance. It provides supplemental financial protection
for Soldiers, Airmen, Veterans, Retirees and their Families
in a time of need.
In May 2017, our association started providing a $1,000
death benefit at no-cost to you by the NGASC for actively
drilling guard members. Actively drilling guard members
are covered 24/7 whether drilling or not. The only
stipulation is that you must complete the application,
designate a beneficiary and have your signature witnessed
by one of the licensed association representatives.
The existing Basic Life Insurance group policy provides
financial protection in the event of death. Additionally, it
provides coverage for your spouse and/or children, all at a
very affordable monthly premium. The basic coverage
allows for five coverage options, between $5,000 up to
$50,000, and you can apply for $5,000 without evidence of
insurability. Only three medical questions are on the basic
application. Spousal and dependent coverage is also
available. Premiums can be payroll deducted by allotment
or a bank draft from your financial institution. Your
coverage will continue until age 70 at which time the option
of converting to a whole life policy without proof of
insurability is available. Soldiers and Airmen that have at
least $10,000 in coverage can receive an emergency
death benefit payment up to $10,000 payable usually
within one business day of notification.
The Better Alternative Life Insurance group policy was
introduced by the NGASC to further supplement life
insurance needs of its current customers that already have
the maximum coverage under the basic policy. The Better
Alternative policy has very affordable life insurance with a
level death benefit and only three age bands for premium
increases. The additional coverage available to you and
your spouse are similar to what you know and/or
remember from SGLI, increments of $50,000 up to

$400,000. The Better Alternative life insurance is 24-hour
coverage with no aviation or war exclusions. For Soldiers
and Airmen that have Better Alternative coverage, the
emergency death benefit payment is up to $15,000
payable within one business day of notification. Full
coverage continues to age 70 as long as premiums are
paid.
The Better Alternative Life Insurance coverage is
available to Veterans and Retirees at the same rates as
actively drilling guard members. The only stipulation is that
th
you must be complete application prior to your 59
birthday.
The Better Alternative coverage comes with AFBA Family
survivor college scholarship. Surviving spouse and children
are eligible for $10,000 per year, per Family, up to a total
maximum benefit of $40,000 toward a college degree if the
member dies in a combat zone as a result of combat action
or acts of foreign or domestic terrorism.
Don’t forget to call the NGASC anytime your status
changes and at least one month prior to separation from
the National Guard in order to ensure both your contact
information is current and means of premium payments are
up-to-date. It only takes a few minutes to ensure the
security of your Families future! The NGASC would hate
for anyone to lose their low-cost life insurance. As a
Retiree of the National Guard and having my own life
insurance policy with the NGASC, I love my low-cost policy
and know the security and peace of mind in provides!
Thank you for serving this great state and nation. If I may
be of assistance, please feel free to contact me at (803)
719-0567.
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Benefit’s Manager, NGASC
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senior enlisted
Leadership
Letters to the Soldiers and Airmen of South Carolina National Guard,
Letter to the Soldiers and Airmen of South Carolina
The most important message I wanted to share with our Soldiers and
Airmen this year is the State Command Sergeant Major’s Leadership
philosophy. The following memorandum communicates my leadership
philosophy nested with the command philosophy of the Adjutant
General (TAG) of South Carolina.
You are the most valuable resource to the overall success of the
Members of the South Carolina National Guard and I want to ensure
our total readiness at all times. My philosophy entails the following:
1. Mission Command: Provide input during the planning process
then support the plan once a decision is made. Take ownership and execute. Mission Command must be
internalized by leaders at every level and the resulting environment, built on mutual trust, must foster
cohesive teams, shared understanding, and bold action. NCOs are the backbone of the Organization. As
we prepare for an uncertain future, our NCOs are needed more than ever to inculcate this Renaissance
throughout the SC National Guard. To enable their success in doing so, we must place greater trust in our
NCOs.
2. Leadership: Leaders must uphold our values and set the standard – Competent, Capable, Caring,
and Professional (C3P). We need NCOs who are eager to get to know and invest time in their Soldiers in
a positive and professional way. We must provide constructive criticism and public praise whenever either
are warranted. We need NCOs who are ready to deploy on a moment’s notice. We need NCOs who work
to develop themselves and their subordinates and live the Army and Air Force Values day in and day out,
taking care of their Soldiers, Airmen, and their Families, 24/7. We cannot shy away from the hard
discussions, nor the hard decisions, when required to ensure the strength of our organization – “We own
the problem”.
3. Communications: Keep your State Command Sergeant Major (CSM) informed: Show initiative, be
aggressive, but keep the State CSM informed. The State CSM, just like the staff, has the obligation to
help The Adjutant General (TAG) make good, informed decisions. Don’t withhold information. “I don’t
know, what I don’t know”-CSM Vickery. We will use every tool available to us to ensure the dissemination
of information to the lowest level possible, so that all Service Members are aware of the TAG’s strategic
vision. Tools such as the SC National Guard APP, DPRO, IPPS-A, Army Career Tracker (ACT), as well
as “Open Door Policies” to encourage the flow of information for all willing to access the systems. If we
disagree, we disagree politely. Keep it strictly professional, nothing personal. I expect to discuss our
differences and form a consensus for the benefit of all.

4. Resiliency: Know your Soldiers and Airmen, your Warriors, know their issues. Take care of them, there
is no greater responsibility. Use all tools available, such as Service Member and Family Care (SMFC) and
multiple Army and Air Force community programs to assist your Service Members with the issues created
by their decision to be a “Citizen Soldier” serving our State and Nation. There has been several actions
taken to return time and authority to the NCO Corps: unburdening them from mandatory training tasks that
offered little value. These initiatives place a great deal more responsibility on the shoulders of our NCOs.
The intent, however is to empower leaders to train their Soldiers and Airmen to standard in the best way
they see fit. After all, they know their Warriors better than anyone. Keep your sense of humor and be
flexible. Things change, adapt and overcome.
5. Soldier/Airmen Lethality: I have been tasked by the TAG to instill in our Service Members, through the
NCO Corps, the Warrior Ethos built on Soldier Lethality, elite Warrior fitness, and esprit de corps. ACFT,
Warrior battle tasks, and field craft must be perfected throughout our ranks. There is much more all
leaders can do to empower their subordinates. It begins with extending trust, if we expect our leaders to
do the right thing in wartime, then we must build this trust during peacetime. In that spirit, competitive
events such as the German Armed Forces Proficiency Badge and Marksmanship Badge
(Schützenschnur), Best Warrior Competition, and the annual TAG match must be championed. NCOs will
promote participation to the maximum extent possible. Mistakes will certainly be made, but we must give
our NCOs the room to lead, to grow, and learn, by accepting prudent risk and encouraging disciplined
initiative.
6. Mentorship/Sponsorship: We must instill in our future Warriors and Leaders a sense of Family and
tradition of excellence built on those that came before us. The Total Army Sponsorship Program (AR 6008-8) chapter 5, prescribes basic policies, standards, and procedures for the Army Sponsorship Program
for ARNG personnel. Leader development involves recruiting, accessing, developing, assigning,
promoting, broadening, and retaining the best leaders, while challenging them over time with greater
responsibility, authority, and accountability. Have a “customer service” mindset. Demonstrate this daily.
“Yes”, is the answer then figure out how; unless you can articulate a technical or legal reason why we
can’t. “It is too hard” or “we’ve never done it like that” is never the answer. “It’s not my job” is stricken
from your vocabulary.
7. Partnerships: We are a community based organization responsible to the Citizens of South Carolina
and our Nation and must strive to maintain that connection and responsiveness as we work with our State
agencies and Foreign Allies. We will increase our strength through mature partnerships and work a
concerted plan to engage agencies that share our values and future vision. What you lack in experience
or talent can be overcome by a positive attitude and infectious enthusiasm. Optimism/enthusiasm is a
combat multiplier. Pessimism becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy. Reassure your Warriors in tough times.
Expect to succeed. Inspect what you expect from your Warriors, they will rise to meet your expectations.
8. Sexual assault/sexual harassment has no place in our organization. We will not tolerate it at any
level.
9. Never worry. It is a waste of time and emotion. If action can fix it, no worries, TAKE ACTION. If
action can’t fix it, worry does no good. Shift into consequence management mode. You are experts and
professionals, each in your own field.
10. By operating under this philosophy – a philosophy of Mission Command – we should be confident
that when war comes, and our State and Nation calls, the South Carolina National Guard will be a more
ready and lethal force, led by the best NCOs in the world.

RUSSELL A. VICKERY
CSM, SCNG
State Command Sergeant Major
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senior enlisted
Leadership
Suicide in the Military
It seems that we are seeing more and more suicides in the military, not just in the National Guard, but on active duty and
all branches of the armed forces. As a senior leader, the worst call we can receive is one notifying us that one of our
military family members has taken their own life. The first question we ask ourselves is why? Then, can we have done
something to help the airmen. What are the circumstances? Followed by many other questions.
The suicide rate for active-duty U.S. military members in 2018 was the highest on record since the Defense Department
began tracking self-inflicted deaths in 2001. In 2018 the rate of 24.8 deaths per 100,000 service members is comparable
to age and gender-adjusted civilian rates, but added that fact is "hardly comforting," given that "the numbers aren't
moving in the right direction." (military.com) A new DoD publication, the 2018 Annual Suicide Report, released
recently confirms that 325 active-duty personnel took their own lives last year, up from 285 in 2017 and 280 the previous
year.
According to the report, the National Guard, which experienced 135 suicides in 2018, had the highest suicide rate among
the three components, including the Reserves. Its rate of 30.6 per 100,000 was higher than the civilian rate when adjusted
for age and gender.
What is the answer? First I would say there is no silver bullet, but the first thing I do about most problems is pray. The
Ask, Care and Escort program provides a guide to help our Airmen.
What to Do in a Suicide Intervention Situation:
Ask:
“Are you thinking about killing yourself?”
Ask the question directly. Talk to the person in plain language.
Be willing to listen and allow the person to express his or her feelings.
Care:
“Please tell me what happened that’s making you fell so distressed right now?”
Understand that the person may be in pain. Allow and encourage him or her to talk freely.
Keep your own safety in mind, take action. Make plans to remove lethal means (weapons, pills) and talk about
ways to stay safe.
If it is not an emergency situation, please let them know that there are Behavioral Health Specialists available
24/7, who are there to help at 1.800.681.2558.

Escort:
To the unit leadership, Chaplin, behavioral health professional or emergency room.
Get help immediately.
Contact emergency services: 911
Contact National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-TALK (8255).
Follow-Up
Follow up with person.
Check back with person to ensure they are taking steps to help themselves.

This is by no means a total solution to prevent suicides. We as senior leaders
need to balance the mission demands regarding mandatory deployments and
volunteering for optional deployments. The operations tempo over the last two
decades have added to the stress airmen face as they deal with the problems that
come with life in general including finances and relationship issues. One of the
things I try to do each month is follow up on a few airmen that I know are
facing some challenges in life. I’d ask each of you to identify one or two people
in your shop that you follow up with each month in between drills.
When in doubt pray and contact the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline
Contact the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-8255 (I called
this number in preparation for this article.)

( *#/$"'
State Command Chief
South Carolina Air National Guard
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EANGUS
Thank you for being a member of EANGUS . You first decided to serve your state and nation. Now you
are part of the organization whose mission is to promote and maintain adequate national security, and
advocate for the status, welfare, and professionalism of the enlisted members of the National Guard of
the United States. Your membership is a long term form of taking care of your Soldiers and Airman and
their families. So what did you do for your Airman and Soldiers by being a member?
You did the following for your National Guard Brothers in Arms
In February 2019 you sent a motivated team to the US capitol to meet with your representatives and let
them know what is important to you as a member. Your team was able to explain the inequality in support
and resources being given to the National Guard compared to our Active Duty Counter-parts. We believe
that anyone who puts on the uniform is deserving of our full support. We believe that “Every day in uniform
counts.”
You will be making your voice known again in Feb 2020 and below are a few of the topics that will be
discussed with your representatives.
Amend Title 38 of the United States code to recognize Guardsmen’s ADT, ADSW, & AD
Reserve Component medical readiness/TRICARE Reserve Select expansion S164/HR613
Early retirement credit under 12304b orders
Issue a DD214 upon separation or discharge from a Reserve Component similar to Active Duty
Urge the Air National Guard to fund Federal Tuition Assistance for all ANG members
Tax incentives for employers to hire members of the Guard
Tax deductions for drill weekend travel
Allow TSP contributions outside of 401(k) threshold
Improved mental health care access and treatment for members of the Guard
Support for Post-9/11 GI Bill eligibility & Transfer of Education Benefits
You continue to carry the load for your Brothers in Arms that have not taken the next step in their
commitment to the Profession of Arms and joining an organization that is dedicated to advocate for the
status, welfare, and professionalism of the enlisted members of the National Guard of the United States.
To our Airman and Soldiers that are not-members of EANGUS I say you’re welcome! And it is not too late
to do your part.

(*%&
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retiree
Corner
The Retirees of the NGASC throughout the state remained extremely engaged throughout 2019. Local
groups meet in every corner of the state to keep members informed and provide social settings at
breakfasts, luncheons and dinners. We have enjoyed visiting many of these meetings and using the
knowledge to better serve you at the monthly NGASC Board meetings. It is obvious that South Carolina
enjoys the most active group of military retirees in the nation. We are proud and grateful to be your
NGASC representatives.
In addition to activities within South Carolina, we have travelled to other states to keep the retiree
message generating within the National Guard and its association meetings at NGAUS and EANGUS.
NGAUS was convened in Denver this past Labor Day weekend. Several retirees attended representing
our state. We were very active in several meetings within the general conference and especially at the
Retiree Meeting. We received a briefing that indicates the rising number of retirees in NGAUS and the
corresponding importance of our members. As part of his role as BYLAWS Committee Chair, COL (R)
Lockemy advised the South Carolina delegation on the meaning of a proposed amendment to change the
dues structure of NGAUS. After much debate the amendment was adopted. Next year NGAUS will
convene in Boston, Massachusetts the last weekend of August. It promises to be a well-attended meeting.
Already COL (R) Lockemy is working on an historic site tour for those retirees attending from our state. If
you would like to go, please notify the Association as soon as possible.
The EANGUS Conference was held in Des Moines, Iowa last summer. We had a strong delegation
that included MSG (R) Eigner. Next year’s meeting will be in Little Rock Arkansas from August 9-12, 2020.
Please consider attending to make sure our state’s voice is heard in this very important organization.
Our annual NGASC meeting is only three months away. We meet in 2020 from March 20-22 in
Hilton Head, South Carolina. One highlight of this year’s meeting will be the first annual presentation of the
NGASC Retiree of the Year. A committee has already been formed to select this individual. If you have
someone in mind to receive this prestigious award, please contact the Association office right away. The
committee hopes to have its work completed by the middle of February. If your nominee is not selected this
year, he/she will be considered next year. This will be a dynamic award that will emphasize the important
role that our retirees play throughout South Carolina for the military and civilian community. You should be
there in Hilton Head for this historic and significant event.
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Several matters will be considered in Congress and the South Carolina General Assembly that our
Association will be working to promote. On the state level, in addition to our armory maintenance funds, we
are very active in support of the exclusion from state income tax of all military retiree pay. Keep an eye on
this issue this year as it will be sharply debated and considered.
We both appreciate the hospitality shown to us by retiree organizations from the upstate to the
midlands, across to the Pee Dee and down to the Low Country. It is an honor to be your representatives on
the NGASC Executive Board. Please let us know if there is any matter of concern you have that we can
address on your behalf. We wish for you and your family a wonderful 2020 and hope to see you at many of
the events mentioned above.

COL (R) James E. Lockemy
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AFBA is always ready, always there for the National Guard.

Life Insurance Program Update
Founded in 1947, with the support of General Dwight Eisenhower, Armed Forces Benefit Association (AFBA)
has stood by our country’s armed forces in war and peace providing death benefits to families who have lost
loved ones in every major military conflict from Korea through present day. With coverage underwritten by
5Star Life Insurance Company, AFBA is the largest State Sponsored Life Insurance (SSLI) provider to the
National Guard serving 53 State and Territory Associations and protecting 200,000 Guard members with
$3.8 billion of coverage in force.

Today, AFBA proudly protects more than 7,200 NGASC members and their families with life insurance.
3,878 members
1,689 spouses
1,650 dependents

$193 million of
coverage currently
in force

45 claims paid to
NGASC families
totaling almost
$900,000

Highlights of the life insurance program include:
▪ $1,000 death benefit at no cost to you with additional coverage available for you and your spouse,
paid for by NGASC.
▪ No combat, terrorism, or geographical exclusions. No added premium for flight status.
▪ Emergency death benefit payment mailed within 24 hours of notification (subject to contestability).
▪ Keep the coverage after retirement or separation at group rates.
Non-insurance benefit:
▪ Survivor college scholarship up to $40,000 per household for families of those who make the ultimate
sacrifice serving our country as a result of combat actions, foreign or domestic terrorism.

For full details or to enroll, contact NGASC at 803-254-8456.

South Carolina Army National Guard Photo by Staff Sgt. Roberto Di Giovine
Member death benefits provided through NGASC and AFBA are underwritten by 5Star Life Insurance Company (a Lincoln, Nebraska company), with an
administrative office at: 909 N. Washington Street, Alexandria,VA 22314. Member death benefits not available in all states and U.S. Territories.
Policy forms: GNG-060103 and LT050197 (Rev).
NGASCArticle R1119
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1 National Guard Road, Columbia | 803-299-4440
|
scmilitarymuseum.com
Facebook | Twitter | Instagram
Out in the “Styx”: William W. Moore and the SCNG’s First Home
One of the more interesting exhibits at the South Carolina Military Museum covers the early
development and history of the South Carolina National Guard. Following the Militia (or Dick) Act of 1903 –
which abolished militias in favor of the National Guard model – all States had to rethink their military roles and
missions. For South Carolina, no one played a more important part than Major General William W. Moore.
Moore, an 1888 graduate of The Citadel, ascended to the Office of the Adjutant General in 1910. He replaced
Brigadier General Jackson C. Boyd who died in office while also serving as the State’s Inspector General.
As Adjutant General, Moore lobbied South Carolina’s General Assembly and the United States’ War
Department to increase the training, capability, and service of the National Guard for use within the State and as
a more reliable supplemental force for the United States Army. Despite some resistance, Moore’s arguments
eventually won out and resulted in fundamental changes to the structure of the then fledging South Carolina
National Guard.
The process began in 1913 when Major General Moore envisioned the need to consolidate assets belonging to
the Guard. He purchased 1007 acres from five landowners at Styx, SC in present-day Lexington County.
Moore picked this particular location because it possessed a railroad, accessibility to a river, and recently
improved roads.
“Camp Moore” thus became the first Mobilization Camp owned by the South Carolina Military Department. Its
primary purpose was threefold: (1) yearly training for rifle ranges; (2) equipment storage; and (3) bivouac.
Interestingly and although the Camp was named for Major General Moore, the soldiers – in letters home to their
families – nicknamed it “Camp Styx”. This was because they were so far from civilization they were literally
“out in the styx (sticks).”
In 1916, the President activated the South Carolina National Guard’s 1st and 2nd Palmetto Regiments along with
Calvary Troop “A” for the Mexican Border Dispute. This was the Guard’s first ever post – Militia Act
federalization and, significantly, all units were mustered in at Styx, SC and deployed by railroad to El Paso,
E%DFNWR7DEOHRI&RQWHQW

It would not, however, be the last time. Indeed, as the National Guard expanded, Camp Moore remained a vital
hub until the end of WWII – an amazing three decades of service for the Guard’s original “home”. After the
war, it was deemed not economically feasible to maintain the vast training area. The land was subsequently
vacated in large part and subdivided among other State agencies and Lexington County. A portion of land was
even sold by the State and developed into a residential housing area.
The South Carolina Military Department did manage to salvage a parcel of 150 acres for the eventual
development and construction of the Pine Ridge Armory. Said Armory remained in service until 2000 when
substantial portions of the Pine Ridge Armory were converted to and dedicated as the headquarters for the
South Carolina Emergency Management Division (“SCEMD”). It remains the home of the SCEMD to this very
day.
The massive oil painting of Major General William W. Moore on display at the South Carolina Military
Museum was done by Ms. Florella Saunders, Moore’s second wife. The portrait was painted from a photograph
and remained in Columbia until the 1960’s. The painting was then taken to Greenville by Moore’s son where it
hung prominently in his house.
In December of 2012, the latter’s daughter – Mrs. Melinda Davis Lafoy – graciously donated the portrait to the
Museum. It now rests center stage in an exhibit devoted to the creation and early history of the South Carolina
National Guard.
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STAFF

CMSgt (Ret.) Lawrence Crowson - Executive Director
lcrowson@ngasc.org - 803-254-8456

MSgt (Ret.) Bret Fuller - Accounting Manager
bfuller@ngasc.org - 803-254-8456

Mrs. Tina Cota - Insurance Program Administrator
tcota@ngasc.org - 803-254-8456

1SG (Ret.) James Foley - Insurance Benefits Manager
jfoley@ngasc.org - 803-719-0567

Mrs. Maria Vick - Events & Membership Coordinator
mvick@ngasc.org - 803-254-8456
Col. Michael Dunkin
President (Air)

OFFICERS

SGM (Ret.) Roger Marlowe
Chairman Elect, EANGUS (Army)

MSgt (Ret.) Steve Meisner
Treasurer (Air)

CMSgt Robert Hartzog
Vice President (Air)

CMSgt Steve Shepherd
Chairman EANGUS (Air)

MSgt. Scotty Austin
Secretary (Air)
----------------------

MSG (Ret) Bill Giles

(2018—2020) (Army)

COL (Ret) James
Lockemy
(2018—2020) (Air)

MAJ Michael Jones
(2018–2020) (Army)
CSM Lonnie Griffin
(2019–2021) (Army)

TSgt Michael Shelley
(2018–2020) (Air)

MSG (Ret.) Eddie Eigner
(2018—2020) (Retired AIR

Immediate Past
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EXECUTIVE
COUNCIL

LTC Teddy Call
President-Elect (Army)

MAJ Michael Adams
(2019–2021) (Air)
MAJ Christopher Turner
(2019–2021) (Army)
MAJ Joshua Standridge

